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Make your own grips: One way to make a grip specifically fit a student is to use a product called vet wrap.  It 
is available at stores that carry products for animals (Fleet Farm).   This material looks like an ace bandage, 
but comes in various colors.  It can be easily cut and wrapped around a pencil.  The child can then hold it and 
mold it by squeezing the vet wrap.  The child can be assisted to position their hand in the correct position while 
squeezing.  It can also be used to go over the fingers, making an exact place for the finger to go. The ability to 
have several colors lets the child personalize the grip.  This personalization helps increase the child’s attraction 
to the modification and will hopefully encourage them to use it.  If however, they lose or do not use the grip, 
check to see if they still need it.  Sometimes as grip improves it will no longer be needed.  On children who 
have a well-established grip (no matter how awkward) very few if any techniques will change their grip and 
other types of modifications will need to be addressed.  
EZ writer / Handi-writer: The purpose of the easy writer is to facilitate efficient grasp of the writing utensil. 
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The E-Z writer is an inexpensive device that helps children who have a poor grip on their writing tool to 
maintain a more efficient grip.   
 
Materials:

Hair bands small and large 
String, ribbon or other cord like material 
Beads 
 
 

For each E-Z writer you will need: (see 
figure 1)   1 of each: large hair band to fit 
around the wrist, small hair band to loop 
around the wrist band, cord to attach the 
bead to the wrist band,  bead 

Directions: Position the large hair band around the students wrist.  Make sure it is not too tight.  
Attach the small hair band to the wrist piece by making a loop around the wrist piece and then 
inserting the rest of the small band in the loop.  (See figure 2)  Pull tight. At the opposite side of 
the wrist band attach or tie the cord to the wrist piece. Then tie or hot glue a bead to the end of 
the cord. (see figure 3) The cord should be long enough to reach from the wrist to the palm so 
that the student can hold the bead in their palm with their ring and little finger. 
The student uses the E-Z writer by putting their hand through the wrist band, putting the bead in 
their palm under the ring and little fingers (see figure 4).  Then put the pencil through the other 
loop so that it stays next to the skin between the thumb and first fingers. (see figure 5) 
Implementation: Children who have difficulty holding the pencil correctly often develop inefficient 
pencil grips due to lack of strength or an inability to plan and maintain the position necessary for 
writing.  The E-Z writer keeps the pencil in the correct position even though the student may not 
have sufficient strength or coordination to do so themselves.  If the E-Z writer has been 
personalized by having the student select the colors of the materials and the bead they will be 
more likely to use it.  Consistent use will help the hand muscles to remember the position that is 
appropriate.  Once the strength, coordination and position have been mastered the student will 
no longer need the E-Z  writer.  If the student has stopped using it be sure to check and see if 
they have mastered the position before asking them continue to use it.  Once they no longer use 
it, they may want to share it with other students to show how it helped them.  
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